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The Religious Conflict
between Gogol and Belinsky

Franklin A. WALKER, Ph.D.
Loyola University, Chicago

“When, under the cover of religion and the defense of the knout, falsehood and
immorality is being propagated as truth and virtue, it is impossible to be silent.”  Vissarion1

Belinsky’s flaming letter to Nikolay Gogol marked a dramatic moment in modern Russian
intellectual history. Russia’s foremost critic denounced in the most bitter terms the religious

views of Russia’s greatest literary genius, and in so doing penned the manifesto for that
country’s revolutionary atheism. Nothing Belinsky ever wrote contributed so much to his
fame, nothing came so much from his passionate heart, yet it was a document from a dying
man to a dying friend, whose contribution to society none had more clearly recognized.

Belinsky’s attack was against Gogol’s 1847 book, Selected Passages From

Correspondence With Friends, in which Gogol expressed his love for his countrymen by
giving them religious advice. In his artistic works he had sought to edify indirectly, now he
attempted open preaching  of the truths of Christianity in which he had always believed and2

which occupied an increasingly important place in his thoughts as death drew near. Belinsky
also had undergone an evolution – from romantic idealism to socialist atheism – and was
only repulsed by religious attitudes he had long since abandoned and which he associated
with everything hateful to reason and harmful to society. Educated youth admired these two

writers above all others.  Hitherto both had been regarded as heroes in the “progressive”3
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That great artist, profound religious and social thinker, the novelist Leo6
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camp;  their split represented a personal conflict  and a national religious crisis.4 5 6

The moral influence on their contemporaries of the two men was enormous. This was
exercised in their conversation, in their letters and above all in their writings.  The number7

of studies of these two writers in the tsarist and the Soviet periods testifies to their place in

Russian history.  Both were pleasant companions, occupying a leading place in the8
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intellectual circles of Moscow and St. Petersburg. Contemporaries noted an awkward
shyness about both of them, a reserve which Belinsky cast off when in his most loved
occupation – ideological quarreling – or when listening to someone expound new ideas,  and9

which Gogol overcame while reading his artistic works, in conversation, or when engaging

in prankish mimicry.  While not the closest of friends, they knew the same people,10
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sometimes dined together and occasionally corresponded.  If Belinsky began the11

predominant and still-surviving tone of “realism” in literary criticism,  he was nevertheless12

influenced in his understanding of realism by the artistic realism in Gogol’s stories and
plays.  They fought a common battle for new aesthetic standards, and whatever debt the13

critic owed the artist was paid one hundred fold in the critic’s ardent acclaim of Gogol’s
genius.14

Although Belinsky’s thought changed from advocacy of German idealism and the
acceptance of religion to one of French socialism and atheism, he was consistent in his

emphasis on the importance of moral and intellectual improvement,  in his awareness of his15

role as a propagator of truth,  in a regard for philosophy as a life-and-death question which16

made him one-sided in whatever position he happened to hold at the moment,  and also in17

his readiness to listen to arguments and to admit his mistakes.  To any kind of religiosity,18
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Starina, XV (1876), 77. N. A. Argillander, “Vissarion Grigor’yevich Belinsky”
(1880), Belinsky v Vospominaniyakh Sovremennikov, op. cit., 69

N. K. Kozmin, Nikolay Ivanovich Nadezhdin, S: Peterburg, 1912, 255.23

Pypin, Belinsky yego Zhizn’ i Perepiska, op. cit., 85-86. P. Prozorov, “Belinsky i
Moskovskiy Universitet v yego Vremya” (1859), in Belinsky v Vospominaniyakh
Sovremennikov, op. cit., 79-80. M. Polyakov, “Studentskiye Gody Belinskago”
Literaturnoye Nasledstvo, LVI, 303-416. Vengerov, Epokha Belinskago, op. cit., 5.6.

Belinsky to his brother Constantine, 21 June 1832 or 1833, Belinsky24

Pis’ma, op. cit., I, 41. Belinsky to P. P. and O. S. Ivanovna, 10 September, 1832,
ibid., I, 42. Belinski, Literaturnyye Mechtaniya, Estetika i Literaturnaya Kritika, op.
cit., 1, 44-45.

 Belinsky to D. P. Ivanov, 7 August, 1837, Belinsky Pis’ma, op. cit., I.25

88-89.
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he was always foreign. Stop advising me to visit churches, Belinsky had told his mother
when in 1830 he began his student’s life at the University of Moscow. Making pilgrimages
to churches, he thought, did nothing for one’s moral life and was only boring. It was more
important to visit the theater.  “Religion is not in fasting and in prayers,” he wrote his19

mother in 1833, “it is in the soul, in the heart, in the activities of a man.”  In his first major20

article, Literary Dreamings, published in 1834, he asserted that the Russian mind was
foreign to “mysticism” and to “mystery.”21

While he questioned the validity of religious externals, he yet maintained that sense of

total dedication which is the mark of a religious man. He was bold enough as a university
student to write and to read before his comrades a play which assailed the existing slavery
of serfdom; for this he was expelled.  He did not leave the university, however, without22

having absorbed from the lectures of N. I. Nadezhdin, through self-study and the

acquaintance among the students of some of the most remarkable minds Russia ever
produced, an interest in philosophy and in social and historical questions, which provided
the groundwork for his career as the mentor of Russian youth in the more popular of the
learned journals.23

Philosophy was Belinsky’s religion in the 1830’s, for through philosophy, he said, a
man approached God, who was the source of that love which binds us to our friends, to our
fatherland and to humanity. God was a living spirit, breathing through the universe as the
eternal idea, the appreciation of which should oblige us to neglect our selfish interests in the

service of others.  As love and truth, God was not separate from the world, but rather was24

in the world, was everywhere. One should look for God not in temples, but in the hearts of
men, in art, in knowledge.  German idealism had given an entirely new meaning to25

Christianity:

Germany – that is the Jerusalem for mankind today. To there with expectation and
with hope must man turn his gaze; from there will come again Christ, but now not
persecuted, not covered with the sores of torture, not with the crown of thorns, but



Ibid., I, 96.26
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 Belinsky to V. P. Botkin, 1 March, 1840, ibid., II, 70. He discussed28

personal immortality also in letters to M. A. Bakunin, 16 August, 1838, ibid., I,
222-223, to V. P. Botkin, 3 February, 1840, ibid., II, 30, and to the same 5 Sep-
tember, 1840, ibid., II, 159.

Belinsky to M. A. Bakunin, 1 November, 1837, ibid., I, 142. Belinsky29

found it most difficult to live in the realm of the pure Idea. See same to same 16
August, 1837, ibid., I, 122-125; same to same 21 November, 1837, ibid., I, 171. 

Ibid., I, 347-348.30

Ibid., II, 44.31

Belinsky to D. P. Ivanov, 7 August, 1837, ibid., I, 89-90.32

Ibid., 90.33

 Belinski, Literaturnyye Mechtaniya, Estetika i Literaturnaya Kritika, op.34

cit., I, 65.

Ibid., I, 111. Belinsky, “O Russkoy Povesti i Povestyakh. g. Gogolya”35

(1835), Estetika i Literaturnaya Kritika, op. cit., II, 25. Belinsky, “Petrovskiy Teatr”
(1838), ibid., II, 529. I. I. Paneyev to Belinsky, 16 July, 1838, Belinsky i yego
Korrespondenty, op. cit., 196. Belinsky to K. S. Aksakov, 10 January, 1840, Belinsky
Pis'ma, op. cit., II, 24-25. Belinsky to V. P. Botkin, February, 1840, ibid., II, 56-57,
same to same, 11 December, 1840, ibid., II, 192-193.
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in the light of glory. Until now Christianity has been true in contemplation, in word;
it was faith. Now it must be truth in consciousness – in philosophy. Yes, the phi-
losophy of the Germans is clear and definite, like mathematics. The development and
explanation of Christian teaching, as a teaching, is based on the idea of love and the
idea of the raising of man to the divinity, by means of consciousness.26

The appearance of Christ through the light of German metaphysics did not mean a rejection

of traditional Christianity. Belinsky told Michael Bakunin in 1837 that while recuperating
his health in the Caucases, he read and reread the epistles of St. John,  and as late as27

March, 1840, when he was on the brink of rejecting German idealism in favor of French
socialism and Feuerbachian atheism, he attacked pantheism, declared that the Bible was

absolute truth, and that the immortality of the individual soul was the cornerstone of truth.28

Belief in Christianity was accompanied with an aversion to its Roman Catholic form.
When Bakunin upbraided him for his irregular life, Belinsky described such puritanical
censoriousness as the religion of the Vatican, the symbol of which was the Apostle Peter

with sword in hand.  He held that religion in the middle ages, with its rejection of human29

pleasures, was a distortion, and said that he had always “wildly hated” and would “die
hating” the Catholic element in Schiller’s “Maid of Orleans.”  Nor did he admire the30

Russian Orthodox Church, whose priests in their conduct “insulted religion.”31

True religion, for Belinsky, was approached through art. Just as fast and repentance
prepared the Christian for Communion, so did art prepare a man for philosophy.  “Art32

gives one religion, or truth in contemplation, because religion is truth in contemplation, while
philosophy is truth in consciousness.”  Comedy as a form of art had the highest33

philosophical and religious meaning; more than laughter at vice, comedy was an art which
raised man to an awareness of his dignity.  Belinsky admired Gogol not only for his34

extraordinary comic genius, but for the moral and religious importance of his presentation
of Russian reality.  Both in his religious-idealistic phase in the 1830’s and in his35
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Belinsky, “Vstupliniye k ‘Fisiologii Peterburga’” (written about 1844, printed for
first time in 1913), ibid., VIII, 378. Belinsky, “Peterburgskiye vershiny” (1845),
ibid., IX (1955), 355. Belinsky, “Pokhozdeniya Chichikova” (1847), Estetika i
Literaturnaya Kritika, op. cit., II, 612.
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cit., I, 234. Belinsky to K. S. Aksakov, 14 August, 1837, Belinsky Pis’ma, op. cit.,
I, 103. Belinsky to M. A. Bakunin, 21 November, 1837, ibid., I, 173-176. Belinsky
to A. P. Yefremov, 1 August, 1838, ibid., I, 207. Belinsky to M. A. Bakunin, 1
August, 1838, ibid., I, 208.209. Same to same, 14 August, 1838, ibid., I, 219-221
Same to same, 10 September, 1838, ibid., I, 231. Same to same, 12 October, 1838,
ibid., I, 269 and 272. Belinsky to V. P. Botkin, 1839, ibid., I, 323. Belinsky to N. V.
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atheist-realistic period in the 1840’s, Belinsky regarded Gogol as the most talented writer

of contemporary Russia. Works such as The Inspector and Dead Souls in their revelation
of human weakness and of corruption among members of the bureaucracy especially
endeared Gogol to him. Both critic and author hated social evils, and believed the artist had

an obligation to use his skills to improve the condition of humanity.36

Gogol’s exact pictures of Russian life represented that “realism” which pleased
Belinsky at all stages of his intellectual development. This is not surprising in view of the
humanitarianism and individualism in his thought. It is true that in the thirties he loved to

talk in Hegelian terminology of the general idea, that he spoke highly of tsars and of
religion, and that he attacked French social thought, while in the forties he praised the
French over the Germans, adopted socialist notions and preached political and social
equality. The contrast was real enough to Belinsky himself, but is not so apparent to the

modern reader. He was never content with the Hegelian quietism which Bakunin had taught
him. If he celebrated rulers, it was such supposed promoters of enlightenment and human
welfare as Peter the Great, Catherine the Second and Alexander the First. Men should have,
he thought, a burning conviction of their own moral worth, and at the same time should be

ready to change their views in accordance with their mental progress. He always resented
the “mystical” or the “fantastic,” and was ready enough to condemn the backwardness of
Nicholas’s Russia – especially the stupidity of censors, the mental obliquity of conservative
writers, and the difficulty of survival for the progressive journalist.37

Besides his humanitarianism, Belinsky’s enthusiasm was another lasting feature to his
personality. He could never follow the golden mean, as he recognized himself when he told
a friend in the summer of 1839 that “all my life I am either in profound sadness and poetic
gloom or in a stupid, wild state of joy.”  He passed in 1839 from the position when he38
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could write an essay on the importance of grace for penetrating into God,  to an admission39

in October, 1840, that he could no longer believe in the immortality of the soul. In 184040 

he experienced a spiritual crisis. His friend and guide, the philosopher Stankevich, had died;
conditions of life in bureaucratically-dominated St. Petersburg he found unbearable, while

he discovered socialism as seen in the Saint-Simonians and in Heine more satisfying than
Hegelianism. Russia he described as materially impoverished and spiritually corrupt. He felt
his soul to be empty, as he turned against his “rotten reconciliation” with “rotten reality,”
and entered into what he called, because of its absence of religion, a period of negation.41

With his denial of idealism, came a negation of the whole Russian political and social
order. Always concerned with the “condition of woman question,” he turned vigorously now
against Christian marriage, to anticipate the radical feminist ideas of Chernyshevsky and the
“Generation of the Sixties.”  Reason for Belinsky became the “age of the enlightenment”42

type of criticism. The negative, that which was destructive of evil, was, he maintained, a
positive approach to recreate society.  “The human personality has become the point,” he43

confessed, “about which I am afraid I shall lose my mind. I have begun to love mankind like
Marat: in order to make happy the smallest portion of it, I, it seems, would with fire and

sword annihilate the remainder.”  Admitting his propensity to extreme positions, he told44

a friend in September, 1841, that socialism had now become for him “the idea of ideas, the
being of beings, the question of questions, the alpha and omega of belief and knowledge.
Everything is from it, for it and leads to it. It is the question and the resolution of questions.
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For me it has absorbed history, religion and philosophy.”  His God now was “negation,”45

and his heroes those who had destroyed old systems such as Luther, Voltaire, the
encyclopaedists and the terrorists. Acknowledging great artistic achievement in the middle
ages, he yet much preferred the eighteenth century as the age when religion collapsed, and

looked forward to an even better day when love would reign supreme: there would be no
husbands and wives but only lovers, there would be no poor and rich nor rulers and ruled but
only brothers, and “the God Reason would rise in a new heaven, over a new land.”46

Following the well-worn tradition of de Maistre and Saint-Simon that man’s

psychology demanded a religion, Belinsky announced in 1842 that his negative period was
over, and that he had now adopted a new religion, that of socialism.  Until his death in47

1848, Belinsky advocated socialism in its French utopian variety. While he never
systematically developed his social position, he attacked frequently western European

capitalism, as well as the evils of Russian stagnation. He turned angrily against the
Slavophiles in their romanticising of seventeenth century Russia, and continued to uphold
Peter the Great’s reforms. Russia had had a dismal past, but could have a glorious future
if it adhered to the progressive elements of western European civilization.48

Like Belinsky, Gogol had also experienced intellectual changes, but of a different
nature. Belinsky became disillusioned in German metaphysics and adopted atheistic
socialism, while Gogol deepened in a religious faith which was there from his boyhood.
Although many contemporaries believed that the artist noted for romantic epics, comedies

and realistic social satires must have undergone some kind of “conversion,” Gogol himself
denied it and his correspondence supports him.  His father having died when Nikolay was49

a school boy, he was much influenced by his mother, a beautiful, intelligent and religious
woman who early persuaded her son of the truths of orthodox Christianity in full dogmatic
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content. There is no question of Gogol having flirted with pantheism.50

Gogol’s religious faith is evident from his earliest letters to the year of his death in
1852.  Whatever similarity there might have been in the ultimate objectives of the two men,51

a reading of their correspondence reveals two quite different personalities. Belinsky’s letters

with all their fire, superficiality, extremism and occasional lack of logic, are works of art
exciting to read, while the task of reading Gogol’s letters is a purgatory for an historian
worse than having to read the English edition of Jeremy Bentham. No one could surpass
Gogol’s brilliant use of the Russian language or his wit in his plays and stories, but he rarely

used this genius in his letters. Dull, plodding accounts of his stomach pains, his troubles with
his publishers and the censors, his mild quarrels with his friends, his banal observations on
conduct and religion, his letters would lead one to presume him to have been the greatest
bore in that age of bores, the nineteenth century. Fortunately the memoirs of his associates

prove him to have been a delightful fellow.  Even as a boy he combined with an habitual52

melancholy, a propensity for pranks.  Gogol himself explained that his merriment was53

chiefly to divert himself from his sadness.  As he was to exclaim again and again, he ever54

had the high purpose of edification in his comedy, and the story is told that once when

reading Dead Souls aloud to a gathering of friends, he was not much pleased with the
laughter it occasioned.55

From his school days Gogol, like Belinsky, sensed that he had a mission to serve his
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fatherland and humanity. He believed at first he could do this in government service, but
soon became disgusted with the bureaucracy in St. Petersburg and turned to literature.  His56

success was immediate, and at once he became acquainted with the most outstanding
literary figures in Russia, including Pushkin, who influenced the development of Gogol’s

realism.  Aware of his talent, Gogol believed, in common with the still prevailing57

romanticism of the time, that the artist had some special contact with the divine.  His58

comedy on bribe-taking petty officialdom, The Inspector, brought him public acclaim in
1836,  as well as the hostility of officialdom, much to his surprise and disappointment.59 60

Shortly thereafter he left for Rome, where for some time he had wanted to travel. The
reasons are not clear; he was in poor health, he always felt uncomfortable in Russia, and he
loved the sunshine, architecture and people of Italy. He claimed that God had inspired him
to go to Rome, but his Slavophilic friends could not agree that God had asked one of

Russia’s leading men of letters to abandon his native soil.  When he returned to Russia in61

1840, he longed to go back to Rome, and soon did, where he felt renewed health and

hope.  It was in Rome that he wrote his masterpiece, Dead Souls, where the distance from62

Russia gave him, he said, a better perspective of the country as a whole. He returned to

Russia for a short time in 1842 to look after publishing problems, but felt like a stranger,
fought with the censors, and again returned to his beloved Rome.63
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Gogol’s discontent in Russia, his trips through western Europe and his long stays in
Rome reflected a spiritual restlessness which resulted in a concern for his own spiritual
development,  in a growing religious tone to his writings, and eventually in a pilgrimage64 65,

to Jerusalem.  He saw Dead Souls as only a pale beginning to a work which he hoped66

would solve, he said, “the riddle of my existence.”  His original intention was not to ridicule67

people so much as it was to demonstrate the weakness of us all, including himself. He
hoped in the second volume to present a more positive approach to the raising of man’s
spiritual level.  His health continued to trouble him,  but he prayed that God would give68 69

him enough moments of relief from his sufferings so that he could in his writings perform
his religious tasks.  He was ready to discuss religion with anyone, but he especially liked70

to unburden himself both in correspondence and in person with some society ladies of
mystical bent.71

In his studies, Gogol included religious writings. He read works of the church
fathers,  and of Russian religious thinkers, such as Stephan Yavorsky.  So much did he72 73
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admire The Imitation of Christ, he sent copies to his friends,  while he was charmed with74

lyrics attributed to Francis of Assisi.  His interest in such Catholic theological writers as75

Bossuet  and Thomas Aquinas,  and his frequent discussions of the soul, created the76 77

suspicion he was a follower of Catholic mysticism;  this led him to deny he was mystical78

at all,  to describe his religious attitude in its lack of exultation and in its simplicity as being79

more Protestant than Catholic,  and to attack what he regarded as the authoritarianism of80

the Catholic priesthood.81

While literary friends warned him that his religious preoccupations were robbing him

of his talent,  Gogol continued to complain of his health, his spiritual “dryness,” his82

difficulty of finding words to express his religious thoughts, and his need to go to the Holy

Land to seek strength.  It was in this mood that in 1847 he published Selected Passages83
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From Letters with Friends, as the religious testimony of a man who was about to die.  He84

counselled his friends to read the book several times and to buy copies of it for the
edification of those who couldn’t afford to make the purchase. The money received would
be used for charity on his way to the Holy Land and also would help others to make a

similar pilgrimage when they had not the means.85

The author might better have urged reading the book as a penance; artistically it is
devoid of attraction; even from the religious point of view the content is of little interest.86

He expressed his love for his contemporaries,  discussed the importance of the moral87

influence of women in society,  praised highly the Orthodox Church and its priesthood,88 89

and defended the existing political autocracy.  Slavophiles and Westernisers both had faulty90

perspectives of Russia,  what mattered was for Russians to follow the laws of Christ; then91

would western Europe look to Russia for wisdom.  He was scornful of much of the talk92

of the radicals about “brotherhood,” which he felt to be a love of one’s fellows only in the
abstract and did not really involve a sincere love for men. Only in Christianity could there
be true brotherhood.  He deplored the quarreling, the confusion of opinions, the selfishness,93

the sinfulness of Russian society, where only rogues seemed united.94

Criticism of conditions in Russia was part of his patriotism, Gogol maintained,  and95

proceeded to explain precisely how Russians should act, each in his own station, according
to Christian principles. Russia should be considered a monastery, the place where one fulfils
one’s Christian obligations.  The landowner should gather his serfs together to explain to96

them the reasons for their subordination to his authority. It wasn’t that the master wanted
to rule, but that he had been born master as the peasants had been born serfs. He could not
resign his office any more than they could free themselves from his authority: it had been
so ordained by God. The landlord was to tell the peasants they worked for him not because

he wanted their money, but because Holy Scripture had said man must earn his bread by the
sweat of his brow. Then he was to show his peasants the relevant passage in the Bible.
Moreover to prove his lack of interest in money, the master was to burn some bank notes
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in front of his serfs.  There was no need to concern oneself unduly about peasant education;97

the serfs would return home too tired from their labors for other than sleep, and moreover
had no need to read worthless books. The landowner could, however, direct into religious
channels the education of exceptional children.  On the other hand, Gogol gave no sanction98

for brutality; peasants were to be treated as one’s children, as Christians, and not as slaves.99

Gogol’s advice to accept the existing social order, but live like Christians, was out of
tune with the public mood, restive under an anachronistic political and social structure, and
attracted, like Belinsky himself, to socialism, or to the romance of Slavophilism. Opposition

to the book was general,  with the exception of some arch conservatives, who had earlier100

been Gogol’s opponents.  The more charitable of the book’s opponents regarded it as the101

work of a sick man,  but he was accused commonly of self-love in daring to lecture his102

contemporaries in such fashion.  An old friend, the novelist Sergei Aksakov, who had tried103

to prevent the publication of the book, declared simply that Gogol had gone mad.104

It was to be expected that radical westernisers should turn against Gogol, but many
Slavophiles also rejected his book.  While Gogol had never joined the Slavophiles, he had105

sympathised with their viewpoint,  was a frequent visitor at their homes, and numbered106

some of them as his warmest supporters since the thirties.  Among the harshest things said107
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to Gogol were written by that former associate of Belinsky who had become the leader of
the Slavophiles, Constantine Aksakov.  The work was a lie, Aksakov declared, deploring108

its patronizing tone to the peasantry.  Gogol, who had spent most of his time in Catholic109

Rome, and who planned to seek truth in Jerusalem or anywhere than in Orthodox Russia,

was, according to Aksakov, infected with the evil of the west.110

While many criticised Gogol both privately and in print, no attack was so renowned111

as Belinsky’s letter. Ever since 1842 when Belinsky clearly had entered the atheist camp
and Gogol had become more intensely religious, the relations between the two men had been

strained.  Belinsky at once described Gogol’s Selected Passages as “calculated112

baseness,”  and said he was overjoyed at its failure.  In a public review he remarked that113 114

the only value of the book was as a weapon against pride, in showing from what great

heights a man could fall.  Gogol pictured himself, Belinsky wrote, as a curé du village,115

or the pope of his own little Catholic world, obliging us to listen to him and to follow his
advice.  Among Gogol’s mistakes was his failure to see the need and the desire of the116

Russian people for education. If he had only read the report of state institutions for 1846 he
would have seen how rapidly elementary education was spreading in Russia.  Finally117

Belinsky remarked on the tragedy of the artist turning away from art to follow a different
path, and cited the well-known Krylov proverb:

“How unfortunate when a shoemaker begins to bake pies, while the piemaker
sets himself to mending shoes.”118

The adverse reaction to his book deeply hurt Gogol, who wrote a friend that his
purpose was simply to instruct in their Christian duties peasants and landowners within
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Russia, not to offend literary figures such as Belinsky.  The almost uniform cries against119

the book came as a punishment from God, Gogol declared, but added he was gratified for
the lesson in humility.  Belinsky’s criticisms especially concerned him; it was painful to120

see such hard words from one who had for more than ten years been his most enthusiastic

champion. The attack was personal and rested on a short-sighted view of his book, Gogol
held, and he told Belinsky he should read the work several times.121

It was this defense which aroused the dying Belinsky to his last great outburst of
energy: his “Letter to Gogol.”  “Yes I did love you with all the passion which a man tied122

by blood to his country could love the hope, honor and glory given to her by one of its great
leaders on the path of knowledge, development, progress.” But what a fall! “I am not in the
condition,” Belinsky continued, “to give you even the smallest understanding of that
indignation to which your book has given rise in all noble hearts.”123

Gogol knew Russia only as an artist, and not as a thinking man, Belinsky argued. From
afar Gogol could not have been aware that Russia saw her salvation “not in mysticism, not
in asceticism, not in pietism, but in the success of civilization, in enlightenment, in human-
ism.” Russia had had enough of preaching and of praying, what it needed now was the

awakening in the people of a sense of human dignity. The real questions that bothered
Russia now were the elimination of serfdom and the humanization of the laws, and yet how
strange that the great writer whose powerful creations had so accurately depicted Russian
conditions should in the name of Christ and the church advocate the continuation of the

barbarous type of landowner-serf relationships.124

Propagator of the knout, apostle of ignorance, defender of obscur antism and
reaction, panegyrist of Tartar morality – what are you doing!125

Gogol’s defense of the Orthodox Church, always the “supporter of the knout” and of

despotism, was absurd. Christ taught freedom, equality and fraternity, which are principles
contrary to church Christianity. The Christianity of the church was not Christianity at all,
Belinsky claimed. Only the philosophy of the enlightenment had opened the true teaching
of Christ.  Voltaire was more the son of Christ “than all your priests.”126 127

And really do you not know this! Really is this news for any humanist? ... And
why, really, do you, the author of The Inspector and of Dead Souls, why do you
really, sincerely, from your heart, sing hymns to the rotten Russian priesthood,
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placing them immeasurably higher than the Catholic priesthood? ... In your opinion
the Russian people are the most religious in the world. That is a lie! ... Look more
carefully and you will see that by nature they are a deeply atheistic people.128

The oppressed Russian public looked to its writers as its leaders against reaction, and

was more ready to forgive a bad book than an evil work. This was why Gogol’s volume had
failed, and, Belinsky told its author, “if you love Russia, rejoice with me in the failure of
your book.”  129

You understand neither the soul nor the form of the Christianity of our era. Not true
Christian teaching, but the sickly dread of death, of the devil and of hell breathes
from your book.130

Such was the most famous article Belinsky ever wrote. All the young members of the

Russian reading public immediately became familiar with the letter, through the circulation
of handwritten copies.  Ivan Aksakov wrote in 1856 that there was no student who did not131

know Belinsky’s letter by heart,  and Russian scholars to the present day have stressed the132

place of the document in the development of Russian social thought.133

When he received Belinsky’s letter, Gogol was furious, and dashed off a reply that
matched the critic’s eloquence. Belinsky’s letter showed a complete misunderstanding of
his book and of Russia itself; the letter was marked with hatred and with ignorance.
Belinsky had proferred the superficial Voltaire as a better Christian than church fathers,

who had been martyred for Christ; Russia was to be saved by some sort of fantastic western
European Communist scheme; the Russian peasant who had shown his piety through
building thousands of churches and by giving endless examples of his devotion was
presented as an atheist. Not through listening to journalists, Gogol insisted, but by each man

fulfilling his obligations would Russia make progress.134

This answer Gogol never mailed, but in his genuine Christian sense of humility and of
reconciliation sent instead a mild, kindly letter, telling Belinsky how much his letter had
affected him, and admitting that his criticisms had some truth in them. It was an age of

change; both of them were children before the challenges of the era, and both of them had
been excessive in propagating his own point of view. He urged Belinsky to consider his
health, to avoid contemporary questions until he was rested and could then tackle them
afresh.135
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Neither Gogol nor Belinsky would change his views. Gogol discussed his book again
and again, defending his religious position, and reviewing the history of his writings to
explain his religious development.  His letters continued to be filled with religious136

reflections and advice,  and his going to Jerusalem finally in 1848 marked no change in his137

attitude.  He wrote some religious additions to earlier works, such as The Inspector, and138

continued to work on the second half of Dead Souls,  until he burned it as inadequate at139

his death bed, but his artistic gifts, if rarely used because of his health and religious preoc-
cupations, had not altogether left him.140

If Gogol’s humble reply to Belinsky’s attack is a tribute to his unique attempts to
follow Christian teachings to the letter, it must be acknowledged that Belinsky never
wavered in his defense of Gogol’s literary abilities.  The conflict between Gogol and141

Belinsky was a division between two writers both of whom were psychologically of pas-

sionate religious inclination. Both propagated what he considered to be Christianity: the one
the “new Christianity” of French socialism, the other a traditional, dogmatic Christianity.
Both looked to the betterment of the Russian people, neither was content with contemporary
conditions, and the government censors who on Gogol’s death in 1852 regarded him as the

“chief of the Liberal party” among Russian men of letters, were not so far from the truth as
it might appear.  It was Belinsky’s solution to Russian problems which was to become142

popular among the Russian intelligentsia, but the new interest in religion at the end of the
nineteenth century shows the existence of a deep current of Christian thought in Russia, of

which Gogol was one of the main springs. And in view of the Soviet experience, who is
there to say that Gogol was entirely wrong?
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